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PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
EDITORS

Curtis Cooper Shing S. So
CMJ Problems CMJ Solutions
Department of Mathematics and Department of Mathematics and

Computer Science Computer Science
University of Central Missouri University of Central Missouri
Warrensburg MO 64093 Warrensburg MO 64093
email: cooper@ucmo.edu email: so@ucmo.edu

doi:10.4169/074683410X522044

This section contains problems intended to challenge students and teachers of college mathematics.
We urge you to participate actively BOTH by submitting solutions and by proposing problems that are
new and interesting. To promote variety, the editors welcome problem proposals that span the entire
undergraduate curriculum.

Proposed problems should be sent to Curtis Cooper, either by email as a pdf, TEX, or Word
attachment (preferred) or by mail to the address provided above. Whenever possible, a proposed prob-
lem should be accompanied by a solution, appropriate references, and any other material that would
be helpful to the editors. Proposers should submit problems only if the proposed problem is not under
consideration by another journal.

Solutions to the problems in this issue should be sent to Shing So, either by email as a pdf,
TEX, or Word attachment (preferred) or by mail to the address provided above, no later than February
15, 2011.

PROBLEMS
936. Proposed by Cezar Lupu (student), University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
and Tudorel Lupu (student), Decebal High School, Constanta, Romania.

Let a, b, c be three positive real numbers. Prove that

a3 + b3 + c3 + 2abc + 9a2b2c2

(a + b + c)(a2 + b2 + c2)

≥ ab(a + b) + bc(b + c) + ca(c + a).

937. Proposed by Panagiote Ligouras, Leonardo da Vinci High School, Noci, Italy.

Let a, b, c be the sides, ma , mb, mc the medians, ha, hb, hc the heights, la , lb, lc the
lengths of the angle bisectors and R the circumradius of a triangle. Prove that

l4
a(m

2
a − h2

a)

h2
a(la − ha)

√
la · ha

+ l4
b(m

2
b − h2

b)

h2
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+ l4
c (m

2
c − h2

c)

h2
c(lc − hc)

√
lc · hc

≥ 24R2.

938. Proposed by Ovidiu Furdui, Cluj, Romania.

Let f : [0, 1] → R be an integrable function which is continuous at 1 and let k ≥ 1.
Find the value of

lim
n→∞

1

nk

∫ 1

0
(x + 2k x2 + 3k x3 + · · · + nk xn) f (x) dx .
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939. Proposed by Cezar Lupu (student), University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania.

Let A be an n × n complex matrix. Let adj(A) be the adjugate of A, that is, the trans-
pose of the matrix of the co-factors of A. Let tr(A) be the trace of A. Show that
tr(adj(A)k) = 0 for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, if and only if adj(A)2 is a zero matrix.

940. Proposed by Greg Oman, Ohio University, Athens OH.

Find all pairs (R, n) where R is a nonzero ring (not necessarily commutative or with
identity) and n > 1 is an integer such that the following holds:

x1x2 · · · xn ∈ {x1, x2, . . . , xn}
for all x1, x2, . . . , xn ∈ R.

SOLUTIONS

An externally trilinable 7-gon
911. Proposed by Michael Scott McClendon, University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond
OK.

Given an n-gon P , a point x in the same plane as P is said to be m-trilinable if there
exist 3 points x1, x2, and x3 on P such that d(x, x1) = d(x, x2) = d(x, x3) = m, where
d(a, b) is the Euclidean distance between points a and b. An n-gon is said to be exter-
nally trilinable if every point in the plane exterior to P is m-trilinable for some m. Is
it possible for a 7-gon to be externally trilinable?

Solution by Darryl Nester, Bluffton University, Bluffton OH.
First note that the statement “x is m-trilinable” is equivalent to “a circle with radius

m centered at x intersects P in at least three points.”

DA

YX
EF

CB

Figure 1. Non-convex hexagon

Let P be the non-convex hexagon ABCDEF in Figure 1. Extend line segments B A
and C D to meet at G, and F A and E D to meet at H . Then the exterior of P is equal
to the union of the interior of �EFH and the exterior of �BCG. For a point Z in the
interior of �EFH, we can clearly choose an appropriate radius so that a circle of that
radius centered at Z will intersect P in at least three points. For example, if Z is above
AD, pick a point K in the interior of the quadrilateral AFED, then the circle centered
at Z with radius Z K intersects P in at least three points. If Z is in the interior of the
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quadrilateral ADEF and is to the left of the perpendicular bisector of F E , then the
circle centered at Z with radius Z E intersects P in at least three points.

Suppose a point Z is in the exterior of �BCG. Let CX and CY be the circles cen-
tered at Z through X and Y , respectively. A circle centered in a triangle’s exterior and
intersecting that triangle’s interior must intersect that triangle in at least two points, so
both CX and CY have at least 3 points of intersection with �EFH ∪ �BCG. Let

Q = (�EFH ∪ �BCG) \ P = AH ∪ AG ∪ DH ∪ DG \ {A, D}.
Then at least one of CX and CY intersects P in three points. For if CX ∩ Q = {V } and
CY ∩ Q = {W }, then Z must be the intersection of the perpendicular bisectors of X V
and Y W , but any such intersection would be in the interior of �EFH.

Finally, let F∗ be a point between E and F , and G∗ a point between A and F .
Then the above results can be used to show that the 7-gon ABCDEF∗G∗ is externally
trilinable.
Also solved by the proposer.

Editor’s note. Darryl Nester also showed that the answer to this problem is no, if P is
convex.

Product of function images and recursion
912. Proposed by Kenneth W. Fogarty, Morrisville State College, Morrisville NY.

Given integers b, c, and a natural number N ≥ 2, show that there exist integers x1, x2,
. . . , xN , xN+1, so that

f (xN+1) =
N∏

i=1

f (xi ),

where f (x) = x2 + bx + c.

Solution by John Sumner and Aida Kadic-Galeb (jointly), University of Tampa, Tampa
FL.

Note that for any integer m, we have

f (m) f (m + 1) = (m2 + mb + c)[(m + 1)2 + (m + 1)b + c]
= m4 + (2b + 2)m3 + (3b + b2 + 2c + 1)m2

+ (b + b2 + 2c + 2bc)m + (c + bc + c2)

= f (m2 + (b + 1)m + c)

= f [m + f (m)].
This proves the result for N = 2. Assume for some integer N ≥ 2, there exist integers
x1, x2, . . . , xN , xN+1 satisfying f (xN+1) = ∏N

i=1 f (xi ). If m = xN+1, then the above
identity implies

f [xN+1 + f (xN+1)] = f (xN+1) f (xN+1 + 1)

= f (xN+1 + 1)

N∏
i=1

f (xi ).

This proves the result for N + 1. By induction, the result holds for all integers N ≥ 2.
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Also solved by PAUL BUDNEY, Sunderland MA; COLUMBUS STATE UNIVERSITY PROBLEM SOLVERS; CHIP

CURTIS, Missouri Southern State U.; HABIB FAR, Lone Star C.-Montgomery; DMITRY FLEISCHMAN, Santa
Monica CA; GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY PROBLEMS GROUP; MARTY GETZ and DIXON JONES

(jointly), U. of Alaska Fairbanks; BIANCA IORDACHE (student), Carol I National C., Craiova, Romania; ELIAS

LAMPAKIS, Kiparissia, Greece; JOSEPH LAZARA, Fairfield NJ; TOM LEONG, U. of Scranton; PAUL MARTIN,
U. Wisconsin-Colleges; DARRYL NESTER, Bluffton U.; NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY MATH PROBLEM

SOLVING GROUP, Northwestern U.; CARLO PAGANO (student), Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Rome, Italy;
GABRIEL PRĂJITURĂ, SUNY Brockport; ALBERT WHITCOMB, Castle Shannon PA; and the proposer.

An inequality with a finite sum of products
913. Proposed by Mihály Bencze, Sacele, Brasov, Romania.

Let n be a positive integer and ai > 0 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Show that

n∑
i=1

k∏
m=1

m �=k−1

(
1 +

∏k
j=1 a j+i−1

ak−1
m+i−1

)
≥ n

(
1 + 1

n

n∑
i=1

ai

)k−1

,

where k is an integer, 2 ≤ k ≤ n, and the subscripts are taken modulo n.

Solution by Tom Leong, University of Scranton, Scranton PA and Darryl Nester,
Bluffton University, Bluffton OH (independently).

Let x1, x2, . . . , xp be nonnegative real numbers. A generalized version of Hölder’s
Inequality implies

(1 + x1)(1 + x2) · · · (1 + xp) ≥ (1 + p
√

x1x2 · · · xp)
p, (1)

and Jensen’s Inequality for the convex function f (x) = (1 + x)q gives

(1 + x1)
q + (1 + x2)

q + · · · + (1 + xp)
q ≥ p

(
1 + x1 + x2 + · · · + xp

p

)q

. (2)

Since

k∏
m=1

m �=k−1

∏k
j=1 a j+i−1

ak−1
m+i−1

=
∏k

m=1
m �=k−1

∏k
j=1 a j+i−1∏k

m=1
m �=k−1

ak−1
m+i−1

=
∏k

j=1 ak−1
j+i−1∏k

m=1
m �=k−1

ak−1
m+i−1

= ak−1
i+k−2,

applying (1) and then (2) we have

n∑
i=1

k∏
m=1

m �=k−1

(
1 +

∏k
j=1 a j+i−1

ak−1
m+i−1

)
≥

n∑
i=1

(1 + ai+k−2)
k−1 ≥ n

(
1 + 1

n

n∑
i=1

ai

)k−1

.

Also solved by MICHEL BATAILLE, Rouen, France; CHIP CURTIS, Missouri Southern State U.; WILLIAM

SEAMAN, Albright C.; and the proposer.
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The fractional part of a real number
914. Proposed by Y. N. Aliyev, Baku State University and Qafqaz University, Baku,
Azerbaijan.

Let {r} denote the fractional part of a real number r and let n be a positive integer.
Find all real numbers a for which{√

11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

+ a · 10n
}

is not dependent on n.

Solution by Bianca Iordache (student), National College Carol I Craiova, Romania
and the Northwestern University Math Problem Solving Group (independently).

Since 11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
2n

= 102n − 1

9
,

{√
11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n

+ a · 10n
}

=
{√

102n − 1

9
+ a · 10n

}

=
{

102n

3

√
1 + 9a − 1

102n

}

=
{

− 102n − 1

3
+ 102n

3

√
1 + 9a − 1

102n

}

=
{

1

3
+ 102n

3

(
−1 +

√
1 + 9a − 1

102n

)}

=
{

1

3
+ xn

}
,

where

xn = 102n

3

(
−1 +

√
1 + 9a − 1

102n

)
= 9a − 1

6
− (9a − 1)2

24
· 10−2n + O(10−4n).

If the given expression does not depend on n, then xn+1 − xn is an integer for every
n. On the other hand xn+1 − xn = O(10−2n) → 0 as n → 0, hence xn must eventually
constant and equal to its limit 9a−1

6 . Thus, as n → ∞,

0 = 102n

(
xn − 9a − 1

6

)
= − (9a − 1)2

24
+ O(10−2n) → − (9a − 1)2

24
,

which implies 9a − 1 = 0, and hence a = 1
9 .

Finally, for a = 1
9 ,

{√
11 · · · 1︸ ︷︷ ︸

2n

+ a · 10n
}

= 1

3
,

which does not depend on n.
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Also solved by GEORGE APOSTOLOPOULOS, Messolonghi, Greece; COLUMBUS STATE UNIVERSITY PROB-
LEM SOLVERS; CHIP CURTIS, Missouri Southern State U.; DMITRY FLEISCHMAN, Santa Monica CA; DARRYL

NESTER, Bluffton U.; WILLIAM SEAMAN, Albright C.; JOHN SUMNER and AIDA KADIC-GALEB (jointly), U.
of Tampa; XIAOSHEN WANG, U. of Arkansas at Little Rock; ALBERT WHITCOMB, Castle Shannon PA; and the
proposer.

A right triangle and the golden ratio
915. Proposed by Will Gosnell, Amherst MA, and Herb Bailey, Rose-Hulman Institute
of Technology, Terre Haute IN.

Assume the square of the hypotenuse of a right triangle is equal to its perimeter and
one of its legs is 1 plus its in-radius. Find an expression for the hypotenuse in terms of
φ, where φ is the golden ratio.

Solution by Armstrong Problem Solvers, Armstrong Atlantic State University, Sa-
vannah GA; Joachim Bullacher, Quinebaug Valley Community College, Danielson
CT; Jim Hewitt, Inver Hills Community College, Inver Grove Heights MN; Federico
Malerba (student), Università di Roma “Tor Vergata”, Rome, Italy; William Seaman,
Albright College, Reading PA; and Michael Vowe, Therwil, Switzerland (indepen-
dently).

Let a, b be the lengths of the legs, c the length of the hypotenuse, and r the in-radius
of the right triangle. Then, without loss of generality, we have

c2 = a2 + b2 (1)

c2 = a + b + c (2)

a = r + 1 = ab

a + b + c
+ 1. (3)

Multiplying both sides of (3) by the perimeter yields

a + b + c = a2 + ac. (4)

Substituting (4) in (2) gives c2 − ac − a2 = 0 or

c = aφ. (5)

Substituting (5) in (2) gives

b = a2φ2 − aφ − a = a(aφ2 − φ − 1) = a(aφ2 − φ2) = a(a − 1)φ2. (6)

Substituting (5) and (6) in (1),

a2 + a2(a − 1)2φ4 = a2φ2

(a − 1)2φ4 = φ2 − 1

(a − 1)2φ4 = φ

a = 1 + φ−3/2,

and thus, c = φ + 1√
φ

by (5).

Also solved by GEORGE APOSTOLOPOULOS, Messolonghi, Greece; DIONNE BAILEY, ELSIE CAMPBELL, and
CHARLES DIMINNIE (jointly), Angelo State U.; MICHEL BATAILLE, Rouen, France; MIHAELA BLANARIU,
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Columbia C., Chicago; DOUGLAS BROWN and JOHN ZERGER (jointly), Catawba C.; BRIAN BUSH, BRENDA

GANNON, and ROGER HALL (jointly), U. of Arkansas at Little Rock; CHARLES COOK, Sumter SC; COLUMBUS

STATE UNIVERSITY PROBLEM SOLVERS; TIM CRAINE, Central Connecticut State U.; TIM CROSS, King
Edward’s School, Birmingham, UK; CHIP CURTIS, Missouri Southern State U.; ROB DOWNES, Mountain
Lakes High School; NICHOLAS DUDLEY and NICHOLAS MISENHEIMER (students, jointly), U. of Arkansas
at Little Rock; TIM EMMONS and SEAN POTTER (students, jointly), U. of Arkansas at Little Rock; HABIB

FAR, Lone Star C.-Montgomery; ARIC FELTON and JONATHAN RUSS (students), U. of Arkansas at Little Rock;
DMITRY FLEISCHMAN, Santa Monica CA; MARTY GETZ and DIXON JONES (jointly), U. of Alaska Fairbanks;
ABDURAMAN GIBSON, DANIEL TROTTA, and WHITNEY GRIGSBY (students, jointly), U. of Arkansas at
Little Rock; JOHN HEUVER, Grande Prairie, Alberta; REBECCA HILLMAN, U. of South Carolina Sumter;
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY PROBLEM SOLVERS; BRIAN HOGAN, Highline C.C.; PETER HOHLER, Aarburg,
Switzerland; PANAGIOTIS KRASOPOULOS, Athens, Greece; ELIAS LAMPAKIS, Kiparissia, Greece; JOSEPH

LAZARA, Fairfield NJ; OLIMPIA LUKACS, Florida Atlantic U.; KIM MCINTURFF, Santa Barbara CA; YOZO

MIKATA, Bechtel, Niskayuna NY; JERRY MINKUS, San Francisco CA; CHARLES MITCHELL, Goodyear AZ;
RUTHVEN MURGATROYD; DARRYL NESTER, Bluffton U.; J. OELSCHLAGER, Chester Springs PA; GABRIEL

PRĂJITURĂ, SUNY Brockport; JONATHAN RUSS (student), U. of Arkansas at Little Rock; JOHN SAYER,
Livermore CA; JOEL SCHLOSBERG, Bayside NY; RANDY SCHWARTZ (2 solutions), Schoolcraft C.; PETER

SIMONE, U. of Nebraska Medical Center; JOHN SUMNER and AIDA KADIC-GALEB (jointly), U. of Tampa;
JAMES SWENSON, U. of Wisconsin-Platteville; R.S. TIBERIO, Natick MA; STEPHEN TIMMEL (student) and
MICHAEL GOLDENBERG (jointly), Baltimore Poly. Inst.; MARIA TRIPOLI and JOHN ZACHARIAS (jointly),
Melbourne FL; HAOHAO WANG and JERZY WOJDYLO (jointly), Southeast Missouri State U.; XIAOSHEN

WANG, U. of Arkansas at Little Rock; YONGJUN YANG, U. of Wisconsin-Sheboygan; HONGBIAO ZENG, Fort
Hays State U.; and the proposer.

Teaching Tip: A Vector Proof of the Addition Law for Cosines

Zhibo Chen (zxc4@psu.edu), Penn State Greater Allegheny, McKeesport PA
15132

Consider the unit vectors a = 〈cos(α), sin(α)〉 and b = 〈cos(α), − sin(β)〉 (as in
the figure). The angle between them is α + β, hence the dot product of a and b
equals

cos(α + β) = cos(α) cos(β) − sin(α) sin(β).

a = 〈cos(α), sin(α)〉

b = 〈cos(β), –sin(β)〉

α

β

The property of the dot product which this proof uses depends only on the
Law of Cosines, upon which another proof of the addition law can be based.
The Law of Cosines, in turn, has a proof based purely on analytic geometry. An
assignment for students might be to use this technique to prove the addition law
for sines, which requires a somewhat different diagram.
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